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Abstract. With the widespread growth of cloud computing and mobile
healthcare crowd sensing (MHCS), an increasing number of individuals
are outsourcing their masses of bio-information in the cloud server to
achieve convenient and efficient. In this environment, Cloud Data Cen-
ter (CDC) needs to authenticate masses of information without reveal-
ing owners’ sensitive information. However, tremendous communication
cost, storage space cost and checking time cost lead to CDC that give
rise to all kinds of privacy concerns as well. To mitigate these issues, To
mitigate these issues, we propose a data anonymous batch verification
scheme for MHCS based on a certificateless double authentication pre-
venting aggregate signature. The proposed scheme can authenticate all
sensing bio-information in a privacy preserving way. We then present that
the proposed CL-DAPAS scheme is existentially unforgeable in the Ran-
dom Oracle Model (ROM) assuming that Computational Diffie-Hellman
problem is difficult to solve. Furthermore, we provide an implementation
and evaluate performance of the proposed scheme and demonstrate that
it achieves less efficient computational cost compared with some related
schemes.

Keywords: Mobile healthcare crowd sensing · Security · Privacy · Dou-
ble authentication preventing signature · Elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem.

1 Introduction

An increasing interest is growing around Cloud Data Centers (CDC) that allows
the delivery of various kinds of agile services and applications over telecommu-
nication networks and the Internet. Mobile crowd sensing (MCS) in the IOT
assembles scenario, environmental, and individual data within a specific range
via the intelligent sensing equipment carried by mobile users, thus providing so-
cial decision-making services [1]. As an important application branch of MCS,
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MHCS furnishes a more convenient healthcare medical services for institutions
and individuals [2, 3]. In MHCS, participants accept a sensing assignment for
specific purpose from cloud sever and they make a collection of relevant health
data and upload these data to the cloud sever. At the same time, the cloud sever
transmits requested information to a range of special healthcare institutes for
further analysis. CDC in MHCS needs to authenticate masses of bio-information
without revealing sensitive information of these participants. There exists numer-
ous research findings from data integrity checking protocols and data deletion
protocols that were proposed to different requirements of authentication which
can be applied to MHCS [4–10].

A representative structure of the MHCS is listed in Fig.1 [3, 11]. Communica-
tion process in MHCS can be falled into two aspects. For one thing, participants
put up health data which are assembled by mobile intelligent terminals to a CS
(Cloud Server). For anthother, by studying personal health data, anytime any-
where medical service and health information can be offered by remote health-
care system and vital signs of patients which are refered to long distance health
applications can be mounted in mobile intelligent endpoints or other monitoring
equipment.

Fig. 1. A typical MHCS framework

By wireless communication model, adversaries against MHCS is easy to man-
age fairly communication channels, that is to say, adversaries could hold up, alter,
replay and erase messages that transmitted in MHCS system. Hence MHCS are
susceptible to numberous types of attacks. In practice, sensitive information of
participates, such as identity, individual social activities and health status, may
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be leakaged by the collected health data. These collected health data ought to be
managed safely in a actual time mode, else it will reduce health service quality.
If health data is eavesdropped or tampered by an adversary, it will cause damage
to personal health and estates, so far as to personal lives. Therefore, security and
privacy protection of collected health data in MHCS is an indispensable part of
many practical applications [12–14].

Several papers have studied related security and privacy of wireless issues [15–
18]. Aggregate signature (AS), as one of the most efficient privacy and integrity,
resolving the issues of limited resources, privacy, message integrity and authen-
ticity, is applicable to addressing the some issues in MHCS [19–22]. At present,
there are many AS schemes which have been put forward for all kinds of practical
applications. In 2003, Boneh et al. put forward the first AS (aggregate signature)
which enables a signer to construct a valid signatures on their messages to be
signed and have a batch verification [19]. After that, most of AS schemes were
incured a complicated certificate management [23, 37]. In 2007, Castro et al. [24]
provided a general notion of certificateless (CL) AS that made a combination of
properties of AS and CLPKC (Certificateless Public Key Cryptography). The
same year, Gong et al. standardized a security model for CL-AS [25]. After that
many CLAS schemes were designed [3, 26–29]. Although previously proposed AS
could mitigate privacy preserving authentication for MHCS, there exists many
double signatue problems and the performance of these schemes is unsatisfactory.

Consider such a scenario, if some special field doctor in a hospital sign twice
about a patient of same identity and kinds of diseases, we can consider that
the doctor have done some misconducts. To prevent fraud by discouraging users
from submitting (signing) duplicates, we use double authentication preventing
signatures (DAPS) instead of conventional signatures, where the address a (or
its associated space respectively) can be given some application dependent se-
mantics. Unlike group signature and linkable-ring signature[30, 31], DAPS are
stronger signatures in the sense that signers secret keys can be revealed [32,
33]. Revealing the secret key as discouragement to behave fraudulent is related
to PKI-assured non-transferability approach in anonymous credential systems.
Many instances are shown that a double signer is not enough of a penalty but
is enough of a deterable function. There are some research about post-quantum
DAPS system [34–36]. Based on these, we provide a new and more higher efficient
conditional privacy protection signature scheme for MHCS.

Our main contributions are summarized in the following.

1. We provide a certificateless double authentication preventing aggregate
signature scheme (CL-DAPAS ) with deterable function for MHCS.

2. We make a security analysis to show that CL-DAPAS fulfil some security
needs in MHCS.

3. We propose a high efficient authentication scheme to verify batch messages
received from MHCS participants.

4. We present a computation cost analysis to show that our CL-DAPAS
scheme has higher efficiency than some related schemes.
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2 Preliminaries and system model

2.1 Hard problem assumption

Definition 1 (ECDLP (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem)).
Given two points P,Q ∈ G on E, it is difficult to calculate an integer x ∈ Z∗q to
get the equation P = xQ.

Definition 2 (CDHP (Computational Diffie Hellman Problem) [?]).
Given two random points xP, yP ∈ G1 , where x, y are two unknown information
in Zq, it is difficult to obtain xyP in polynomial time.

2.2 System model

We define system model of MHCS scenario, which consists of requestors, a Cloud
Data Center (CDC), a Management Server (MS), and a MHCS participants.

1. For some specific purposes, requestors refer healthcare sensing tasks to
CDC. Then they can study memoir from CDC and then forecast certain health
and medical problems in some regions.

2. According to the demands of the requestors, CDC release and manage
healthcare sensing tasks. And it can aggregate and verify healthcare data for
participants.

3. MS can administer registration for participants, where MS is a trusted
third party. MS assignments indexes for participants to substitute for their ac-
tual identities and is reponsible for issuing a half private keys of legitimate
participants. MS is able to verify health data uploaded by participants by using
an index.

4. Participants can upload healthcare data for CDC by intelligent terminals.

2.3 Security requirements

The aim objective of the proposed scheme for MHCS is to provide an efficient
privacy preserving to satisfy the following security requirements:

1. Batch authentication: The signed health data is able to be aggregated
and verified by CDC.

2. Nonrepudiation: Participants have sent related health data to CDC that
they cannot deny.

3. Anonymity: Even if CDC can obtain and check these aggregated messages,
CDC is not able to get data provider’s real identity.

4. Deterable-iff-double signature by one signer: If an participant signs
on colliding message (a, p1) and (a, p2), he can be linked and his signature
keys can be extracted by anyone.
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3 The proposed data batch verification scheme based on
CL-DAPAS for MHCS

Consider such a scenario in MHCS, if some special field doctor in a hospital sign
twice about a patient of same identity and kinds of diseases, we can consider
that the doctor have done some misconduct.

3.1 The proposed scheme

Initialization In this phase, MS sets up an enrollment system in the following.

1. G is an q order additive group. P is a generator of G. Choose a key sMS and
calculate coresponding public key PMSpub = sMSP . Elect hash functions
h1 : {0, 1}∗ ×G→ G and h2 : {0, 1}∗ ×G→ Z∗q .

2. Publish parameters (P,E,G, p, q, PMSpub, h1, h2) and maintain the master
private key sMS . CDC regards (QCDC , sCDC) as its key pair, where QCDC =
sCDCP .

Registration In this phase, a participant Ci computes partial key and MS
is to access a CDC.

1. Ci chooses randomly a number si1 ∈ Z∗q as partial private key and computes
Qi1 = si1P . Ci obtains pski1 from MS who computes pski1 = sMSh1(Idi, Qi1)
as the other part of private key. Ci puts (si1, pski1) as private key and
(Idi, Qi1) as public key.

2. MS chooses randomly a number wi ∈ Z∗q and computes Qi2 = h1(Idi, Qi1),
pski2 = sMSh1(Idi, Qi1), indexis = wiQi2 and indexiv = wipski2. Thus, MS
stores serial number sni = (Idi, Qi1, Qi2, indexis, indexiv). Then it sends
SNi = indexiv and indexis to the Ci with Idi via a secure channel.

Sign Ci chooses randomly ri ∈ Z∗q and ti, where ti is a time stamp which is
able to keep freshness of mi = (a, pi). Ci performs the following steps:

1. Compute Ri = riP ; Ki = h2(pi‖ti, Ri); Si = si1 + a · Kiri mod q; Ui =
pski1 + riPMSpub; EncQCDC

(SNi‖Ki‖ti) = SN ′i
2. Ci uploads (Ri,Ki, Si, Ui,Mi, SN

′
i) to CDC who announces the sensing task,

where Mi = (a, pi).

Verify To ensure the validity of each required sensing data signed by a Ci,
the following steps are executed by CDC.

1. Calculate SNi‖Ki‖ti = DecsCDC
(SN ′i). Verify Ki = h2(pi‖ti, Ri).

2. Check whether the equation

SiP = Qi1 + a · kiRi and e(Ui, P ) = e(PMSpub, Ri + h1(Idi, Qi1)) holds.

If the above equations are true, then the verifier affirms the signature is a
valid signature; otherwise, the signature is invalid.
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Aggregation Upon receiving (Ri,Ki, Si, Ui,Mi, SN
′
i), CDC computes SNi‖Ki‖ti =

DecsCDC
(SN ′i).

For a set of n participants C1, · · · , Cn and the corresponding signatures
(Ri,Ki, Si, Ui,Mi), CDC aggregates all signatures as follows once time T is up:

1. KR =
n∑

i=1

a · KiRi; Q =
n∑

i=1

Qi1; R =
n∑

i=1

Ri; S =
n∑

i=1

Si mod q; H =

n∑
i=1

h1(Idi, Qi1); indexv =
n∑

i=1

indexiv mod q.

2. σ = (KR,Q, S,R,H, indexv) is the aggregated signature.

Batch Verification CDC verifies the validity of the equation above in the
following. Check whether the equations

SP = Q+KR and e(U,P ) = e(PMSpub, H +R) hold.

Extractsk iff double signature by one signer Ci: If Cj sign twice, CDC
receives two signatures from colliding messages Mi1 = (a, pi1) and Mi2 = (a, pi2)
from one signer.

According to signatures σi1 = (Ri,Ki1, Si1, Ui) and σi2 = (Ri,Ki2, Si2, Ui),
Anyone can compute the private key si1, pski1 of Cj as follows.

1. According to Ri = riP , Ki1 = h2(IDi‖Ri‖pi1), Ki2 = h2(IDi‖pi, Ri),{
Si1 = si1 + a ·Ki1rimodq ;
Si2 = si1 + a ·Ki2rimodq .

2. Compute

si1 = (Ki1Si2−Ki2Si1)
(Ki1−Ki2)

,ri = (Si2−Si1)
a(Ki2−Ki1)

and pski1 = Ui − (Si2−Si1)
a(Ki2−Ki1)

Ppub.

3.2 Security analysis

Theorem 1. If the adversary A1 who has the ability of substituting for partic-
ipants’ public keys with MS’ private keys can break CLDAPAS, CDH problem
could be solved in a non-negligible probability.

Theorem 2. Assuming that CDH problem is hard, our CL-DAPAS is existen-
tially unforgeable in ROM against A2.

The proof process of the two theorem above can be found in the full paper.
By security analysis, we can show that our scheme satisfy the following property.

Batch authentication and message integrity authentication: Accord-
ing to the security analysis, there is no adversary that could generate a legal
signature σi. So CDC could authenticate identities of participants by their sig-
natures. Futhermore, CDC is able to find any variation of received signatures by
checking whether the equation SP = Q+KR holds.

Non-repudiation: MHCS participants can not deny that they have trans-
mitted their health data. CDC can verify their signatures via corresponding
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public keys. Then, according to their public keys, MS can find serial number sni
and MS can obtain real identity for every participant Ci.

No inefficiency problem of the double secret key: Due to the phases of
the proposed scheme, CDC just needs to save the master key secretly. Therefore,
the proposed scheme for MHCS is able to provide no inefficiency problem of the
double secret key.

Deterable-iff-double signature by one signer: By the proposed scheme,
we can see that our scheme is able to discourage signers from misbehaving.

4 Performance analysis

To give practical performance analysis, we get the execution time of different
cryptographic processes by Pairing-Based Cryptography library [38], which is a
famous and free java library for implementing of pairing-based cryptosystems.
For schemes based on bilinear pairings for MHCS, to achieve 80 bits security
level, we choose a bilinear pairing e : Ga ×Ga → Gm, where Ga is generated by
a q order point P on E : y = x3 + x mod p. For the proposed scheme, we use
Type-I elliptic curve E : y2 = x3−x+1 over a ternary extension field F3m . G1 is
a group of points E(F3m). The experiment is executed on a personal calculater,
which is equipped with an windows 7 64 OS, intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710MQ
CPU 2.50GHz,12GB RAM With JPBC library for 1000 times. Execution time
and related cryptographic operations are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The definition and execution time of related operations.

Cryptographic Definition Execution
operation time

Tbp a bilinear pairing process 7.8 ms

Tsm−bp a point multiplication process 14 ms

Tpa−bp a point addition process 0.0005 ms

TZp−bp a map-to-point hash process 0.003 ms

TG1−bp a map-to-G1 hash process 32.8 ms

Tsm−ecc a point multiplication process 2.8 ms

Tpa−ecc a point addition process 0.0005 ms

TZp−ecc a map-to-point hash process 0.003 ms

TG1−ecc a map-to-G1 hash process 0.2 ms

Let P1, P2, P3 and P4 denote Signing, Verification, Aggregation and Batch
Verification phase respectively. We present a comparison analysis of THH [27],
Malhi-Batra [28], XGCL [29], Liu-Cao scheme [3] and our proposed scheme.

In the Signing stage P1, we find that our scheme requires 2nTbp+nTHZp−ecc+
nTsm−ecc + nTpa−ecc ≈ 18.4035n ms, while schemes in THH [27], Malhi-Batra
[28], XGCL [29] and Liu-Cao’s scheme [3] require 2nTHZp−bp + 2nTHG−bp +
3nTsm−bp ≈ 107.6006n ms, nTHZp−bp+4nTsm−bp ≈ 56.003n ms and nTHZp−bp+
3nTsm−bp ≈ 42.003n ms, nTHZp−bp + 2nTsm−bp ≈ 28.003n ms respectively. For
the total execution time, the percentage improvement for the Signing stage P1 of
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CLDAPAS over THH et al.’s scheme is about (107.6006n−18.4035n)
107.6006n ≈ 83%. Other

percentage improvements can also be computed by similar method, they are
67%, 56%, 34% respectively.

In the verification stage, our scheme needs nTHZp−bp+nTHG−bp+5nTsm−ecc+
2nTbp ≈ 29.8003n ms, while schemes require 2nTHZp−bp + 3nTHG−bp + 4nTbp +
2nTsm−bp ≈ 157.606n ms in [21], nTHZp−bp + nTHG−bp + 3nTbp + 3nTsm−bp ≈
98.203n ms in [22], nTHZp−bp + nTHG−bp + 3nTbp + 2nTsm−bp ≈ 84.203n ms in
[23] and nTHZp−bp +nTHG−bp + 2nTbp +nTsm−bp ≈ 62.403n ms in [3]. The per-
centage improvement for P2 of CLDAPAS are 81%, 70%, 65%, 52% respectively.

In aggregation stage P3, our scheme needs 5Tsm−ecc ≈ 14n ms scalar multi-
plications, while the scheme in [3] requires 28n ms.

In aggregation verification stage P4, our scheme needs 2nTsm−ecc + 2Tbp ≈
21.2 ms, while schemes in [21][22][23][3] requires about 31.2+28n ms, 23.4+42n
ms, 23.4 + 28n ms and 15.6 ms respectively. Although the execution time of our
scheme in batch verification stage P4 is higher than the execution time of scheme
[3], other stages are much lower than execution time of these schemes.

5 Conclusion

To protect the security and privacy of online health data from the unauthorized
entities in MHCS, we construct a novel and an efficient anonymous data batch
authentication scheme for MHCS based on CL-DAPAS. Our proposed scheme
has advantages of certificateless signature, aggregate signature and double signa-
ture that can be disincentivized. The security analysis of the scheme is conducted
to ensure the data integrity, non-repudiation, no inefficiency problem of the dou-
ble secret key, batch authentication and deterable function. Performance analysis
results of our proposed scheme has higher efficient in time consumption which
makes it suitable for deployment in the MHCS system. With rapid development
of quantum computers, in the future we will study the design of post-quantum
certificateless double authentication preventing aggregate signatures which are
suitable for MHCS.
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